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VThe Secretary,

Andhra Pradesh Electricity Regulatory Commission,
4th Floor, Singareni Bhavan,
Red Hills, Hyderabad.

Respected Sir,

Sub: APSEBEA - Certain issues about procurement of 400 MW power from
M/s. Simhapuri Energy'Limited under long term basis for 12 years

period - Representation - Reg.

In continuation to the our submissions vide letter dated 20.01.2OL7, APSEB

Engineers' Association wishes to bring the following further imperative views on the
request of 'APDISCOMs to grant approval for adoption of tariff of M/s. Simhapuri
Energy Limited under section 63 of EA, 2003.

(53.89%) from their Thermal Power Plants to Telangana State due to non-
payment of power bills by TSDISCOMs. In response, TSGENCO has also

decided not to schedule power (46.17%) from their Thermal Power Plants to
- Andhra Pradesh state. Therefore, 459 MW of net off power (EXcEss) remains

in the State of A.P.

estimated the availability of surplus energy to the tune of 12013.95 MU

whiih is equivalent to L7L4 MW (approx) at 80% PLF. The situation is further
aggravated to the tune of 2173 MW (L714 MW + 459 MW) by the fact of
recent development which has been taken place regarding stoppage of
power allocation to Telangana State.
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In light of aforesaid circumstances, the excess available capacity causes to shut down the in-house
generating stations i.e. Power Plants owned and operated by APGENCO and also the consumer has to
pay the additional charges on account of stranding the capacities. Given the scenario, it'is to enlighten
that it is highly irrational to shut down the precious public owned power plants (APGENCO) and then
try to sell such excess power for loss.

Even if we consider a conservative value of Rs. 1.50 per unit, the annual fixed charge to be payable to
the backed down generating stations works out to Rs. 2,284 Crores for stranded capacity of 2173 MW
at 80% PLF. Ultimately, this enormous burden has to be borne by the consumer of A.p State.

Fufther, APDISCOMs in their ARR submissions for the year 2OI7-L8.have considered nil generation
form the new gas based private power projects of GVK extension (220 MW), GMR Vemagiri (370 MW),
Gouthami (464 MW) and Konaseema (444.08 MW) as non-supply of natural gas from KG D-6 fields of
Reliance Industries Limited. APDISCOMs have a share of 46.17% (690 MW) in the installed capacity of
these four projects. As and when the supply of natural gas is resumed to these projects as per
af locations, additional energy to the tune of 4835.52 MU would be available per annum at80% pLF. At
present, APDISCOMs have decided not to off-take the power generated from these four projects with
natural gas from deep water fields of ONGC, as the cost per unit would be works out around Rs. 4.53
per kWh' However, APDISCOMs have admitted that "if ony directions/ollocotions from Mo"p & NG or
any Court directions are received, APD\SCOMs are obligated to off-lsl<. the power produced from the
natural gas available from the Deep woter fields". When the DISCOMs are obligated to off-take power
from these four gas-based projects, the available surplus power will further be aggravated to the tune
of 2853 MW ryhich is equivalentto 6g% of total instatled capacity of ApGENCO power plants.

As per the Regulation 1 of 20t7 of Hon'ble Commission issued on 31.03.2017, wherein it was
categorically mentioned that distribution licensees shall purchase energy from renewable sources at a
minimum quantity of 9% electricity expressed as a percentage of its consumption of energy for the
year 2077-1'8 and adding 2% for every successive year up to FY 2Oz7-22. However, ApDISCOMs had
already entered into certain long term PPAs with generators of NCE to which consents were already
given by the successive ERCs for purchasing energy to the tune of 10,31.6.46 MU, which works out to
1'8.23% of total purchases to be made by APDlsCoMs and to 20.60% of total sales of 50077.30 MU as
determined in the Tariff Order.

In view of huge stranded capacity in A.P, it is crystalclearthatthere is no need of additionalpowerto
be procured by APDISCOMs from M/s. Simhapuri Energy Limited. tn this connection, it is to bring to
the notice of Hon'ble Commission that APDISCOMs can rescind the said DBFOO bidding process ,,ot

any time without ony liobility or ony obligation for such occeptance, rejection or annulment, and
without assigning ony reosons thereto", as per the provision envisaged at clause No. 2.16.1 of RFp
document. Moreover, the PSA entered into between the ApDtSCoMs and M/s. Simhapuri Energy Ltd.,
is an initialed PSA with due consent from APERC. Since the initialed pSA yet to be consented by ApERc,
no legal complications may be arisen on account of annulling of such initialed pSA by ApDISCOMs"
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In light of all the facts as explained above and earlier, the Hon'ble Commission is requested to cancel

the consent which has been already given to APDISCOMs to procure 600 MW under DBFOO basis using

imported coal from baptive mines and thereby safeguard the interest of end consumer of A.P State

and the power sector.

The llon'ble commission is also prayed to direct the DISCOMs not to enter any PPAs with any

merchant power producer, be it conventional or RE Generation, and also direct them to incorporate

a clause in the agreement that the prices shall be reviewed on a quarterly basis and reduce the cost

of power quarterly depending on the market prices (Now the wind and solar generation prices have

dropped enormously and there is every need to revisit the PPAs) in the interest of Consumer as well

as power sector.

Thanking you and assuring you of our co-operation at dll times.

Yours faithfully,

M.VEDAVYASA RAO
SECRETARY GENERAL
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